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Abstract

Objectives: Sarcopenia is a syndrome characterized by reduced muscle mass and function. It is well-recognized as a
complication in chronic diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. However, little is known about sarcopenia
in patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). This study aimed to investigate the clinical characteristics of sarcopenia
and the association between quality of life and sarcopenia in patients with IPF.

Methods: In this pilot cross-sectional study, 56 Japanese outpatients with IPF (49men) were enrolled prospectively. Sarcopenia
was diagnosed according to the criteria of the Asian Working Group for Sarcopenia 2019. Its associations with clinical pa-
rameters including age, pulmonary functions, physical performance, and patient-reported outcomes (PROs) were examined.

Results: The frequency of sarcopenia was 39.3% (n = 22) in this cohort. There were significant differences in St George’s
Respiratory Questionnaire (p = .005), modified Medical Research Council score (p = .004), and Hospital and Anxiety
Depression Scale depression score (p = .030) between the sarcopenic and non-sarcopenic groups. On multivariate
regression analysis, 6-min walk distance (6MWD) was an independent factor associated with sarcopenia (odds ratio 1.241,
95% confidence interval 1.016–1.515, p = .034).

Conclusion: Sarcopenia was associated with PROs and physical performance in patients with IPF.
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Introduction

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a fibrotic and progressive
pulmonary disease that may lead to death in most patients.1

Currently, two antifibrotic drugs (nintedanib and pirfenidone)
are approved for IPF,2 but they can slow, but not stop, the
progression of fibrosis.3,4 Aging is one of the critical risk factors
for IPF, and epidemiological data suggest that IPF is an aging-
related disease.1,5,6 This disease is characterized by reduced lung
volumes, decreased gas exchange, symptoms of progressive
dyspnea and cough, and reduced exercise capacity. Several
known prognostic factors for IPF are: dyspnea score,7 pul-
monary function,8-10 gender, age, and physiology (GAP)
index,5,11 functional exercise capacity,12,13 and fibrotic changes
as observed through high-resolution computed tomography.14

Sarcopenia is an age-related syndrome characterized by a
progressive and generalized loss of systemic skeletal muscle
mass and strength.Moreover, it carries the risk of poor outcomes
such as physical disability, poor quality of life, and death.15,16

Diagnosis and treatment of sarcopenia were defined using the
Asians in the Asian Working Group for Sarcopenia (AWGS)
2014 consensus and updated by the AWGS 2019 consensus.16

The diagnosis of sarcopenia is based on loss of muscle mass,
low muscle strength, and/or low physical performance. The
appendicular skeletal muscle index (ASMI) via dual-energy
X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) or multi-frequency bioimpedance
analysis (BIA) is used to assess the loss of skeletal muscles.16

There have been reports of sarcopenia in chronic ob-
structive pulmonary disease (COPD). The prevalence of
sarcopenia in patients with COPD was reported to be 15.5%17

and 21.6%18 in meta-analyses. Regarding interstitial lung
disease (ILD), it is reported that sarcopenia was identified in
32.1% of Japanese patients with ILD.19 In patients with IPF,
the reported muscle assessments were the fat-free mass in-
dex,20 ASMI,21 and cross-sectional area of the erector spinae
muscles.22-26 A lower skeletal muscle mass is associated with
lower quality of life and worse prognosis. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is only one report that defined
sarcopenia using the ASMI in a cohort of patients with IPF.27

We aimed to investigate the clinical characteristics of
sarcopenia and the association between quality of life and
sarcopenia in patients with IPF. In this cross-sectional study,
sarcopenia was diagnosed according to the algorithm and
criteria of the AWGS 2019.16

Methods

Ethics

This single-centre, cross-sectional study was conducted in
accordance with the amended Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the ethics review board of Nagoya City
University Hospital (approval number 60–20–0190). Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Patients

IPF was diagnosed through multidisciplinary discussions
according to the 2018 international guidelines.28 The fol-
lowing inclusion criteria were applied: provided written
informed consent for this study, and able to perform the 6-
min walk test (6MWT) in order to assess the exercise ca-
pacity of IPF patients. The following exclusion criteria were
also applied: home oxygen treatment at rest, active cancer,
and unable to understand patient-reported outcome ques-
tionnaires. Stable IPF outpatients were screened, and 69
patients were identified between April 2021 and March
2022 at Nagoya City University Hospital (Nagoya, Japan).
Newly diagnosed patients were also enrolled in this study. A
total of 56 outpatients were finally enrolled—four patients
were receiving long-term oxygen therapy at rest and
therefore would have difficulty performing the 6MWT
without oxygen, one patient was unable to perform 6MWT
because of unstable angina, three patients were unable to
perform 6MWT because of wheelchair use, and five pa-
tients declined to participate in the study. Patients who had
been hospitalized due to acute exacerbations of IPF or
pneumonia had been provided with a rehabilitation pro-
gram. Other patients with stable IPF had not received
rehabilitation.

Diagnosis of sarcopenia

The algorithm and criteria of the AWGS 201916 were used
to define sarcopenia in this study. Accordingly, sarcopenia
was diagnosed if the patient had low muscle mass, low
muscle strength, and/or low physical performance. In ad-
dition, severe sarcopenia was defined as the presence of all
three—low muscle mass, low muscle strength, and low
physical performance. The detailed methods and criteria are
described as follows. Muscle mass was assessed through the
ASMI (height squared-adjusted, kg/m2), which was as-
sessed with bioelectrical impedance analyser (BIA), using a
direct segmental multi-frequency BIA (InBody 720; InBody
Japan, Tokyo, Japan). The cut-off criterion for low muscle
mass was <7.0 kg/m2 for men and <5.7 kg/m2 for women.
Muscle strength was assessed through the handgrip
strength, which was measured in the standing position with
full elbow extension using an electronic dynamometer (HG-
251; N-Force, Wakayama, Japan). Two trials were com-
pleted with each hand, and the highest of four values was
used in the analysis. Handgrip strength measurement is the
recommended method for detecting low muscle strength.
The cut-off criterion for low muscle strength was defined as
< 28.0 kg for men and <18.0 kg for women. Physical
performance was evaluated through gait speed. It was
calculated by measuring the time it takes for study par-
ticipants to walk across a 10-m corridor. The participants
were instructed to walk down the corridor at their usual
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speed. The cut-off criterion for low physical performance
was defined as < 1.0 m/s for both men and women.

Pulmonary function tests and 6MWT

All patients completed pulmonary function tests using a
spirometer (CHESTAC-8900; Chest, Tokyo, Japan) ac-
cording to the ATS/ERS criteria.29 The diffusion ca-
pacity for carbon monoxide (DLco) was also measured
(CHESTAC-8900). Percent predicted forced vital capacity
(% FVC), percent predicted forced expiratory volume in
1.0 s (%FEV1), and percent predicted DLco (%DLco) were
calculated based on the patients’ height, age, and sex, ac-
cording to the Japanese standardized methods.30 The GAP
index was calculated according to the formula proposed by
Ley et al.5 6MWT was conducted without supplemental
oxygen in accordance with ATS guidelines.31

Patient-reported outcomes

Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) were based on the
assessment of breathlessness, symptoms, health-related
quality of life, and psychological status. Breathlessness
was evaluated using the 5-grade modified Medical Re-
search Council dyspnoea scale (MRC). Symptoms and
health-related quality of life were evaluated using the St
George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ).32 Psy-
chological evaluation was done using the Japanese
version of the Hospital and Anxiety Depression Scale
(HADS).33

Strength, assistance in walking, rising from a chair,
climbing stairs, and falls (SARC-F) questionnaire was used
to measure probable sarcopenia. This questionnaire is
composed of five items: strength, assistance in walking,
rising from a chair, climbing stairs, and falls.34

Statistical analyses

Continuous variables are presented as means (±standard
deviations) or medians [interquartile ranges]. Categorical
variables are presented as numbers and percentages. Dif-
ferences between the sarcopenic and non-sarcopenic groups
were analyzed using Student’s t-test (with normal distri-
bution) or the Mann–Whitney U test (without normal
distribution) for continuous variables and the chi-squared
test or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables, as ap-
propriate. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed
for detecting the relevance of complication of sarcopenia
with PROs. To assess multicollinearity, the variance in-
flation factor (VIF) values were computed. Effects of factors
associated with sarcopenia were evaluated through uni-
variate and multivariate logistic regression analyses. Mul-
tivariate analysis was performed including the significant
variables from the univariate analysis. Some of the highly

correlated variables were excluded on the multivariate
analysis if they had Spearman’s or Pearson’s correlation
coefficients >0.7 to avoid multicollinearity. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed
to determine the optimal cut-off value for detecting
sarcopenia. Statistical significance was set at p < .05.
Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS
Statistics for Windows, version 28 (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY, USA).

Results

Patients’ characteristics and frequency of sarcopenia

The study population consisted of 56 Japanese outpatients
with IPF, of whom 39.3% (n = 22) has sarcopenia. The
patients’ characteristics are shown in Table 1. The mean age
was 73.1 ± 7.7 years and mean %FVC was 80.4 ± 15.5% in
this cohort. The presence of severe sarcopenia was 16.1% (n
= 9) (Supplementary Figure S1). In addition, the distribution
of low muscle mass, low handgrip strength, and low gait
speed is shown in Supplementary Figure S2. Ten patients
were treated with corticosteroids—nine were on cortico-
steroid taper after acute exacerbations, and the remaining
patient treated with corticosteroid for another disease (skin
disease).

There were significant differences in age (p < .001), body
mass index (BMI) (p = .002), %FVC (p = .037), GAP score
(p = .018), 6-min walk distance (6MWD) (p < .001), and
SARC-F score (p < .001) between the sarcopenic and non-
sarcopenic groups. On the other hand, there were no sig-
nificant differences in comorbidities or treatments (anti-
fibrotic drugs or corticosteroids) between the groups.
Similarly, there were no significant differences regarding
durations from diagnosis to enrollment between the groups
(Table 1). The groups using and not using corticosteroids
were also compared, and significant differences in the re-
spective parameters between them were not found
(Supplementary Table S1).

PROs between the sarcopenic and non-sarcopenic groups

The comparison of PROs between the sarcopenic and non-
sarcopenic patients with IPF showed that there was a sig-
nificant difference in the SGRQ-total score (p = .005),
SGRQ-activity score (p = .001), and SGRQ-impact score (p
= .014) (Figure 1(a). Similarly, there was a difference in the
modified MRC score (p = .004) and HADS-depression
score (p = .030) between the two groups (Figure 1(b),
1(c). On the other hand, there was no difference in the
HADS-anxiety score (Figure 1(c).

Multiple linear regression analysis was performed for
detecting the association of the complication of sarcopenia
with PROs (Table 2). The diagnosis of sarcopenia was an
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Table 1. Patients’ characteristics.

Variable Total (n = 56) Sarcopenic (n = 22) Non-sarcopenic (n = 34) p-value

Age, years 73.1 ± 7.7 76.9 ± 5.1 70.6 ± 8.1 <.001
Gender, men, n (%) 49 (87.5) 19 (86.4) 30 (88.2) .572
BMI, kg/m2 22.3 ± 3.1 20.7 ± 2.8 23.3 ± 3.0 .002
Smoking status
Current or ex-smoker, n (%) 46 (82.1%) 18 (81.8%) 28 (82.4%) .613
Smoking history, pack-years 30 [9–46] 24 [5–41] 38 [17–48] .235
Histological diagnosis, n (%) 18 (32.1) 3 (13.6) 15 (44.1) .017
Duration from diagnosis, days 728 [356–1789] 1015 [162–2218] 686 [380–1283] .887

Pulmonary function test
FVC, % predicted 80.1 ± 16.2 74.6 ± 14.8 83.7 ± 16.3 .037
FEV1, % predicted 81.4 ± 15.1 77.7 ± 13.8 83.8 ± 15.6 .143
FEV1/FVC, % 81.6 ± 8.7 82.5 ± 9.3 81.0 ± 8.3 .535
DLCO, % predicted 66.4 ± 18.5 62.9 ± 19.2 68.5 ± 18.0 .281
GAP score 3 [3–4] 4 [3–5] 3 [3–4] .018

6MWT
6MWD, m 403 ± 96 327 ± 88 453 ± 64 <.001
Lowest SpO2, % 89 [85–92] 86 [83–92] 90 [85–92] .207
Modified MRC score 1 [0–2] 2 [1–3] 1 [0–1] .004

SGRQ score
Symptom 38.9 [19.7–65.7] 50.5 [25.4–76.4] 29.4 [13.8–58.4] .117
Activity 41.5 [19.3–66.2] 66.3 [38.8–77.5] 30.4 [18.5–48.0] .001
Impact 17.6 [7.9–34.8] 31.2 [13.6–49.3] 13.9 [7.3–26.8] .014
Total 28.8 [15.2–46.0] 46.2 [30.6–58.4] 24.4 [14.4–34.5] .005

HADS score
Anxiety 4 [1–7] 4 [1–9] 3 [1–5] .385
Depression 6 [3–8] 7 [5–11] 4 [3–8] .030
SARC-F score 2 [1–4] 4 [2–5] 1 [1–2] <.001

Comorbidities, n (%)
Hypertension 31 (55.4) 15 (68.2) 16 (47.1) .120
Dyslipidemia 20 (35.7) 8 (36.4) 12 (35.3) .935
Diabetes mellitus 15 (26.8) 6 (27.3) 9 (26.5) .947
Coronary artery disease 5 (8.9) 1 (4.5) 4 (11.8) .340
COPD 3 (5.4) 2 (9.1) 1 (2.9) .555
Chronic kidney disease 2 (3.6) 1 (4.5) 1 (3.2) .636
Previous malignancy 14 (25.0) 8 (36.4) 6 (17.6) .114
History of acute exacerbation, n (%) 8 (14.3) 4 (18.2) 4 (11.8) .698

Treatment, n (%)
Pirfenidone 22 (39.3) 7 (31.8) 15 (44.1) .357
Nintedanib 18 (32.1) 6 (27.3) 12 (14.7) .606
Corticosteroid 10 (17.9) 5 (22.7) 5 (16.1) .337

ASMI, kg/m2

Men 7.1 [6.4–7.5] 6.2 [6.0–6.5] 7.3 [7.2–7.8] <.001
Women 5.3 [5.0–5.7] 5.1 [5.0–5.2] 5.7 [5.4–5.9] .400
Gait speed, m/s 1.1 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 <.001

Handgrip strength, kg
Men 32.8 [27.2–38.0] 26.1 [23.0–28.5] 37.6 [32.8–40.5] <.001
Women 17.0 [14.2–19.9] 15.8 [13.8–16.4] 19.9 [17.9–21.3] .229

Data are presented as means (± standard deviation), medians [interquartile range], or numbers (%). Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; FVC, forced vital
capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1.0 s; DLCO, diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide; GAP, gender, age and physiology; 6MWT, 6-
min walk test; 6MWD, 6-min walk distance; SpO2, oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry; MRC, Medical Research Council; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; SARC-F, strength, assistance in walking, rising from a chair, climbing stairs, and falls; COPD,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ASMI, appendicular skeletal muscle index.
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independent factor contributing to SGRQ-activity score (p =
.028) and HADS- depression score (p = .014) (Table 2). The
VIF values of diagnosis of sarcopenia, age, %FVC, and %
DLCO were 1.36, 1.29, 1.41, and 1.29, respectively. All VIF
values were <10, and there was no multicollinearity among
these factors.

Factors associated with sarcopenia in patients
with IPF

Comparisons of the risk factors between sarcopenic and
non-sarcopenic patients with IPF through univariate re-
gression analysis are shown in Table 3. Age (odds ratio
(OR) 1.149, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.043–1.266,

p = .005), BMI (OR 0.725, 95% CI 0.576–0.912, p =
.006), %FVC (OR 0.963, 95% CI 0.928–0.999, p = .044),
6MWD (OR 0.977, 95% CI 0.965–0.989, p < .001), and
SARC-F score (OR 1.992, 95% CI 1.333–2.976, p < .001)
were associated with sarcopenia. Multivariate regression
analysis showed that 6MWD was an independent factor
associated with sarcopenia (OR 0.978, 95% CI 0.964–
0.992, p = .002) (Table 4).

Receiver operator characteristic curve for
predicting sarcopenia

An ROC curve analysis of 6MWD for predicting sarcopenia
was performed. Results showed that 6MWD can

Figure 1. Comparisons of the SGRQ score, modified MRC score, and HADS score between those with and without sarcopenia.
Comparisons of the SGRQ score (a), modified MRC score (b), and HADS score (c) between IPF patients with and without sarcopenia
are shown. * p < .05. Abbreviations: SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire; MRC, Medical Research Councils; IPF, idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis; SGRQ-S, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire-Symptom score; SGRQ-A, St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire-Activity score; SGRQ-I, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire-Impact score; SGRQ-T, St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire-Total score; HADS-A, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale-Anxiety; HADS-D, Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale-Depression.
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significantly predict sarcopenia (AUC = 0.886, 95% CI
0.790–0.983, p < .001). The best cut-off value was 370 m
(sensitivity: 77.3%, specificity: 91.2%) according to the
Youden index, which maximizes the value of ‘sensitivity +
specificity-1’. (Figure 2).

Discussion

In the comparison of PROs between the sarcopenic and non-
sarcopenic patients with IPF, there were significant differ-
ences in the SGRQ score, modifiedMRC score, and HADS-
depression score. In addition, on multiple linear regression
analysis, the complication of sarcopenia was an independent

factor contributing to the SGRQ-Activity score and HADS-
Depression score. It has been reported that sarcopenic
groups felt more subjective activity limitation and worsened
quality of life in COPD,35 and a similar trend was observed
in the present cohort of IPF patients. The SGRQ and
modified MRC are both indicators of quality of life and
prognostic factors for patients with IPF.7,32,36 Similarly,
depression significantly affects the quality of life of patients
with IPF.37 The prevalence of depression in patients with
sarcopenia was relatively high, and there was a correlation
between sarcopenia and depression in a meta-analysis.38

There are multiple mechanisms that interact with both
sarcopenia and depression, including neurotrophins,

Table 2. Multiple linear regression analysis for the scores of patient-reported outcomes (PROs).

B 95%CI β p-value

Modified MRC score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 0.500 �0.173-1.172 0.198 .142
Age 0.035 �0.007-0.0076 0.216 .101
FVC, % predicted �0.011 �0.032-0.011 �0.136 .319
DLCO, % predicted �0.025 �0.043-�0.008 �0.380 .005

SGRQ-symptom score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 3.166 �13.717-20.048 0.058 .708
Age 0.745 �0.300-1.791 0.216 .158
FVC, % predicted �0.306 �0.849-0.236 �0.178 .262
DLCO, % predicted �0.179 �0.616-0.259 �0.124 .416

SGRQ-activity score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 15.157 1.742-28.572 0.295 .028
Age 0.387 �0.444-1.218 0.119 .354
FVC, % predicted �0.354 �0.785-0.078 �0.218 .106
DLCO, % predicted �0.415 �0.762-�0.067 �0.304 .020

SGRQ-impact score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 9.375 �1.779-20.529 0.243 .098
Age 0.302 �0.389-0.993 0.123 .384
FVC, % predicted �0.332 �0.691-0.026 �0.273 .069
DLCO, % predicted �0.101 �0.390-0.188 �0.098 .486

SGRQ-total score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 10.049 �0.808-20.905 0.254 .069
Age 0.395 �0.278-1.067 0.157 .244
FVC, % predicted �0.331 �0.680-0.018 �0.265 .063
DLCO, % predicted �0.207 �0.488-0.075 �0.196 .146

HADS-anxiety score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 1.247 �1.382-3.876 0.155 .345
Age �0.004 �0.167-0.159 �0.008 .962
FVC, % predicted 0.007 �0.077-0.092 0.028 .867
DLCO, % predicted <0.001 �0.068-0.068 0.001 .993

HADS-depression score
diagnosis of sarcopenia 2.824 0.588-5.060 0.392 .014
Age �0.085 �0.224-0.053 �0.187 .222
FVC, % predicted 0.040 �0.032-0.112 1.110 .272
DLCO, % predicted �0.009 �0.067-0.049 �0.049 .749

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; MRC, Medical Research Council; FVC, forced vital capacity; DLCO, diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon
monoxide; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
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oxidative stress, inflammation, and the regulation of life-
style behaviors.38 Disability and insufficient physical ac-
tivity due to decreased muscle strength and muscle mass
may cause depression.39 In the present cohort, sarcopenia
was significantly more associated with depression score
than with age or poor respiratory function, which was an
interesting finding. It is widely known that PROs play key
roles in the multifaceted symptomatic management of pa-
tients with IPF.40 Therefore, it may be important in clinical
practice to note that sarcopenia is associated with PROs.

This study showed that approximately one in three pa-
tients with IPF had sarcopenia in our cross-sectional cohort
based on the AWGS 2019 criteria.16 In Japanese
community-dwelling older adults, the prevalence of sar-
copenia was 11.5% in men (mean age, 77.3 years) and
16.7% in women (mean age, 77.0 years).41 This suggests
that sarcopenia may be more frequent in patients with IPF. It
was reported that sarcopenia in 4.6% and sarcopenic obesity
in 2.3% of IPF patients in Northern Italy.27 While this report
in Northern Italy assessed sarcopenia at the time of IPF
diagnosis, no reports exist examining the prevalence of

sarcopenia in IPF patients longitudinally. There were no
significant differences regarding durations from diagnosis to
enrollment between the sarcopenic and non-sarcopenic
groups in the present cohort. A longitudinal survey will
be needed.

There were significant differences in age, BMI, %FVC,
GAP score, 6MWD and SARC-F score between the sar-
copenic and non-sarcopenic groups. In patients with COPD,
age, BMI and severity of COPD have been reported to be
significant factors associated with sarcopenia.42 Similarly,
in this study’s cohort of patients with IPF patients, age,
pulmonary function (%FVC) and their combination (GAP
score) were associated with sarcopenia. Loss of skeletal
muscle mass is considered to be induced by systemic in-
flammation, inactivity, malnutrition and enhanced energy
expenditure.15,43–45 Impaired pulmonary function, exercise-
induced hypoxemia and nutrition status might influence
inactivity leading to sarcopenia. It is possible that contin-
uous rehabilitation and nutritional guidance in outpatients
with IPF prevent or improve sarcopenia. However, further
studies are needed to demonstrate it.

In this study, 6MWD was an independent factor asso-
ciated with sarcopenia as shown by the multivariate anal-
ysis. It has been reported that sarcopenic patients with
COPD had shorter 6MWD.46 The loss of muscle mass may
lead to a decrease in exercise capacity in patients with IPF.
In addition, an ROC curve analysis of 6MWD for predicting
sarcopenia was performed, and the results showed that the

Table 3. Factors associated with sarcopenia on univariate
analyses.

Variables OR 95%CI p-value

Age 1.149 1.043-1.266 .005
Gender, men 0.844 0.170-4.197 .836
BMI 0.725 0.576-0.912 .006
FVC, % predicted 0.963 0.928-0.999 .044
FEV1, % predicted 0.972 0.934-1.010 .146
DLco, % predicted 0.983 0.953-1.014 .278
6MWD 0.977 0.965-0.989 <.001
Lowest SpO2 in 6MWT 0.944 0.863-1.031 .198
SARC-F score 1.992 1.333-2.976 <.001

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; BMI, body mass
index; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1.0 s;
DLCO, diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide; 6MWD, 6-min
walk distance; SpO2, oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry; 6MWT, 6-min
walk test; SARC-F, strength, assistance in walking, rising from a chair,
climbing stairs, and falls.

Table 4. Factors associated with sarcopenia on multivariate
analysis.

Variable OR 95%CI p-value

Age 1.168 0.968-1.409 .105
Body mass index 0.731 0.499-1.070 .107
FVC, % predicted 1.002 0.934-1.075 .953
6MWD 0.978 0.962-0.994 .007
SARC-F score 1.091 0.583-2.040 .786

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; FVC, forced vital
capacity; 6MWD, 6-min walk distance; SARC-F, strength, assistance in
walking, rising from a chair, climbing stairs, and falls.

Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves for predicting
sarcopenia in patients with IPF. ROC curve of 6MWD for
predicting sarcopenia. AUC is 0.873, and the optimal cut-off value
is 370 m. Abbreviations: IPF, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; ROC,
receiver operating characteristic; AUC, area under the curve;
6MWD, 6-min walk distance.
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best cut-off value was 370 m. Since this cut-off value was
evaluated in a single-center, small, cross-sectional setting,
larger studies are needed. The diagnosis of sarcopenia is not
always easy to make at any medical facility, especially when
assessing muscle mass by DXA or BIA. Therefore, the use
of this cut-off value may help clinicians know when to
suspect sarcopenia in patients with IPF.

Ten patients were treated with corticosteroids in this
study, and the results showed that there was no sig-
nificant difference in the presence of sarcopenia.
However, the possibility of muscle atrophy, due to the
side effects of corticosteroids, affecting sarcopenia
cannot be ruled out. Further studies are needed to
explore this possibility.

The present study has the following limitations. First, the
results were obtained through an analysis of all Japanese
patients from a single center with a small sample size, which
might have introduced selection bias. Second, most
patients were men, thus the results might not be rep-
resentative of the overall population. Third, this was a
cross-sectional study and sarcopenia was not assessed
at the time of IPF diagnosis. A longitudinal survey will
be needed to clarify the progression or improvement of
sarcopenia. Fourth, we excluded patients on home
oxygen treatment at rest who were unable to perform
the 6MWT in order to assess the exercise capacity of
IPF patients. However, the results might not be rep-
resentative of the overall population of patients with
IPF. A large sample-sized, high-quality study is war-
ranted to overcome these issues.

In conclusion, sarcopenia was present in 39.3% of pa-
tients with IPF in the present cohort (in which most par-
ticipants were men). Diagnosing sarcopenia in patients with
IPF is important because it may affect physical performance
and PROs. The knowledge of the cut-off value (370 m) for
6MWD may help clinicians know when to suspect sarco-
penia in patients with IPF. Further studies are needed to
demonstrate that continuous rehabilitation and nutritional
guidance prevent or improve sarcopenia in outpatients with
IPF.
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